How much lead dust does it take to poison a child?
Less than the size of a sugar packet spread around a two-bedroom house.

How to Use These Bookmarks
- Print the bookmarks double-sided on heavier paper, if possible.
- Cut in between the bookmarks both horizontally and vertically.
- Place the bookmarks in school libraries, public libraries, Little Free Libraries in your neighborhood, at your church, child care centers.
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Lead Poisoning is 100% Preventable!

Lead poisoning is most common in children under age six. Call your health care provider to get your child tested for lead.

Houses built before 1978 are more likely to have lead paint. Look for chipping paint in your home.

For information on testing children for lead or where to look for lead in your home, go to:

For more information: [Google “WI prevent lead poisoning”]

These Bookmarks Have Quick Response (QR) Codes:
- Each bookmark has an action box.
- The action is to “Google” something.
- In the box is also a QR Code. This code works with a smart phone. A free QR Code Reader application is needed to read the codes. Each QR Code goes to a different website for more information.
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